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IN THE WOMB

Lise Manniche
University of CoPenhagen

This arlicle. is an initial investigation into the way in which the ancient

ngyptiuns defined their universe in sexual terms' It is a well-established fact

tnå^tn. creation of the orderly, Egyptian world from chaos may be construed

as a sexual act through which åne god created two gender differentiated

åeities, thus setting free the components for subsequent creative activity- These

mechanisms have been presentåd elsewhere.l It has also been demonstrated

that sexuality was the underiying force in funerary beliefs of the non-royal

elite, and that through symboli and metaphors in text and images in their tomb

.hup"ls they declared their aspirations to be rebom through their own creative

fo*"r, in åder to achieve eternal life in the cn*'''os.' Similar ideas are absent

f.o* the walls of royal tombs where under normal circumstances the specific

decoration is based on the various books ofthe underworld and representations

ofthedeceasedkingamongthegods,adifferentapproachtocosmiceterrrity.
Sexual concepts u.å, ho*&.., suggested in certain items of royal funerary

equipment. Råferences to the "mysterious space" of gestation are also apparent

incårtain cult objects (for which see below) and items of funerary equipment

for non-royal individuais, but it is not generally known that the Egyptian artists

actually devised a number of options for depicting the womb' unknown

territory to all but an unborn infant.

In literature, the medical treatises supply words to designate 'womb' and

,vagina,: klt for theprlvate parls in general, .fd for the vulva,-idt for the uterus,3

therryord !t used as a geneial designation for the location of the unborn child'

Little mention seems"to be made of the placenta'a It is, however' in the

religious texts that we find the most imaginative vocabulary, although it will

occåsionally overlap with medical terminology,5 and this is also the most

illuminative context for information about the relevant components of the

female anatomy, clinically def,rned as uterus, ovaries and vagina (hidden from

view) and pudenda and placenta (in theory visible)'

The occupier of this mysterious space, the foetus, is refened to as /rrd 'child'.

In the Papyrus Ebers an aborted foetus is called wnw, the same word being

used in the Greco-Roman period to designate the solar chi1d.6 The metaphor of

the womb or of 'being in the egg' was used in a configurative sense to describe

the location where this solar iniant, in itself the origin of all life, was created

and nurtured.
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A womb for the sun

The birth of the sun and the circumstances surrounding this both primeval and
daily ritual is a subject which the Egyptians revert to again and again in their
hymns to the solar god. In order to grasp the logic in what happens, it is
important to remember that the Egyptians believed that conception took place
through any orifice, be it vagina, mouth, nose, or ears, and that conception
occurs the moment thc sperm makes contact with the womb. The daily birth of
the sun, however, does not require daily conception through the agency of a

sperm-producing being. It is visualised in a different way: the sky in the form
of a woman- swallows the sun every evening, and the disk passes through her
body during the night to appear again from her womb in the moming at dawn.

This is represented in different contexts where a room for eternity is needed. In
the temples, which depict the world in a nutshell, the ceiling is a picture of thc
sky, decorated with yellow stars on a blue background or, alternatively, with a
representation of the sky goddess, bending at the hip and stretching her arms in
order to occupy three of the four sides of the square space. The sun appears
between the thighs of the goddess, spreading its rays over the temple and the
rest of the world.

In the royal tombs, the ceiling of the burial chamber is the noctumal sky, the
red sun disc passing through the body ofthe goddess and being re-born as the
solar child, rhe llpr scarab pushing the image of the disc in front of it. In stone
sarcophagi the inside of the lid may have the decoration of the sky goddess
seen en.foce with her atms outstretched. To the deceased in the coffin. she is
the sky, arching herselfover him forever, and as the sun is bom from her body
every day, so shall the deceased partake in the cosmic cycle.

It is common to both religious texts and images that the cosmic phenomenon
has been set in a context which made sense to the Egyptians, and that they
borrowed their pictorial language to describe the cosmoi from their familiar
world: conception, pregnancy and bir-th. The visual reference is thus naturally
the woman's body. The sky is a woman, the uterus is the location of
pregnancy, and the pudenda are the gateway to new life.

The womb in isolation

Religious sources expand on the concept of the femare body, and they go far
beyond what the medical treatises have to offer.T on a" grandioså scale,
landscapes are interpreted in sexual terms; the Fayum oasis, for example, is
seen as a uterus containing the life-giving fluid which originated from the
primeval ocean. Thc entirc Nilc valley wourd be drawn into ihis conceot: and Plate 2. Menat in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York. Photo: author.

M,tNNtcur. h tHr Wt,H,tt:

Plate 1. Papyrus Salt 825 Photo: author.
'- sj-, .P; ; t:.'..: -.j fT,
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the cliffs alongside the Valley of the Queens are seen as the vagina of a cow,
not just of any cow, but of the goddess Hathor." The examples demonstrate
that the uter-us as a concept can be isolated from its context in nafure in a cow,
a goddess or a woman.

This is also the case when in a religious context the uterus is represented
symbolically as a crocodile (whose own habitat is that of the primeval waters),
or as a serpent, or even an octopus.' We also meet a new word for the womb:
itlt, the original meaning of which is 'secret', 'mystery'-u very apt way of
describing it. This is apparent in Papyrus Salt 825 in the British Museum, a
treatise on the preservation of 1ife.10 In addition to representing the uterus as an
animal, the Egyptians also saw it as a vessel (Plate 1)." The caption to the
object runs as follows:

itlt pw bwt-s pw ml=s swdt.n i1 n s|=f nn m3 nn sQm
This is a uterus whose bwt is that it be seen, that is, that which
the father pqssed on to his son, without seeing without hearing

This suggests, or even proves, that the i/l/, which clearly also designates the
womb in other texts, is conceived of as a vessel, as the caption has now been
demonstrated to refer to the jar.r2 A crocodile is lurking on the left. Here ir is
meant as an amulet, the manufacture of which is described in the main text of
the papyrus. In the picture, the vessel 'uterus' contains a cryptic writing which
can be read as a spell of protection for Osiris.r3 In the same papyrus there rs a
drawing of another vessel of a shape similar to the decoration of osiris inside
a ram's hide (probably meant to be an embryonic version). The word iBt may
refer both to the egg and the uterus. This is also the case with another Demotic
word krht or klht, which has survived in Coptic xr.,r.r.gn.to

The menat

In a different context we have pictorial references to this secret place where a
foetus is nurhrred. This is the menat, an omament shaped rather like a keyhole,
which in theory fulfiIs the practical function of a counterpoise on a heavy
beaded necklace (Plate 2), with the beads wom on the chest, the menat on lhe
back. This is, however, almost incidental for the necklace is usually not worn
around the neck, but carried in the handls with the menat as the hanile and the
beads dangling and making a rattling noise when shaken. That this is intended
is revealed by the fact that the menat ocatrrs with the sistrum, a sacred rattle,
which in addition to its acoustic properlies also carries a potent Hathoric
symbolism.

MaNNtcnP, IN rnp Wo\,re

lt is interesting to compare the shape of Ihe menat with a drawing on a flake of

iiÅrto.r" fouid in the valley of the Kings (Plate 3). It refers to the life of the

solar child just prior to its being bom. The circle is the shape of the sun disc

i*lt U", Uå"a,rs. of its positionon the woman's body, it is relevant to see it as

it. .rt"*r concealed iniide her body. The menal now lends itself to a new

interpretation: the circular part ls the uterus.ro-For confirmation on this point

*. Åuy consult another myth about the goddess Hathor, originally a cow

;fu;;l belonging in the cålestral regions. According to this myth she took

åver the role of the mother of Horus. Literally the name Hathor means 'palace

åf Ho*r', a metaphor for the space where he grew up, in other words' the

womb of.his mother. A menat is often decorated with references to Hathor,

rr-l"g a picture of Hathor offering her breast to the not so tiny child, or-in
it. .ii.,tiu. area-showing Horus, here in the form of a falcon in a papyrus

thicket (as we also see him on the walls of mammisi), his original divine shape

U"for" h. got involved in the Hathor myth.rT Elsewhere we see a little child in

the thicket. This is where he was concealed in order to be out of reach of those

who had designs on his life. Both the drawing on the flake of limestone and the

decoration oi the menat position the child in the circle. The entire menat may

therefore be interpreted as a woman's torso, focus being on the essential part of

her anatomy: the uterus. The beads of the menal may then be seen as her

copious wig.

In the Greco-Roman period, Hathor is 'mistress of the menat', but she is more,

she is the menat itsilf. In lhe 'menat chamber' in the crypt of her temple at

Dendara, she is shown as a menat with the ams and head of Hathor' She

carries the infant, here her son Ihy, and the sign of life.tE A bronze menat of

1S,h-Dynasty date, found in Semna in Nubia, incorporates three aspects of her

divine image: her head with cows' horns and solar disc; a full-length, similar

depiction; ånd the celestial cow in a boat. A similar menat was found at el-

Amama suggesting perhaps that its basic symbolic significance had not been

totally eradiiated.Io 
'The 

menat seems lo be absent in Amama at1- but it re-

appears in the decoration of the golden shrine of Tutankhamun.2o In a three-

dimensional representation we may see a woman of the elite clasping the

menat to her bosom, strategically placed to remind us of the uterine

symbolism.2l ln the circular section of the menat there may be the depiction of
a fish, known from elsewhere to be a symbolic representation of one of the

stages of a human being just prior to birthhe-bifth."

The part played by the menat as a symbol of fertility, an object which may

help in thå transformation from one form of existence to another, is beautifully
summed up in a representation in the often visited tomb of Inherkhau at Deir

el-Medina, where the counterpoise of the necklace is not a menat, but a scarab,
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Ostracon in the Eglptian Museum, Cairo:
CG 25074. From: G. Daressy, Ostraca
(Cairo, 1901) pl. XV.

M,quqrcuP, IN rHE WoMe

the hieroglyphic sign for lpr'form of' appearance' manifestation' and also 'to

;;;ffi #ing'.2the Åånot has a parl to plav during *.t'd.f:t\\u:l when

ii, it 
" 

,i*utr, the king was to be reborn to a new period of kingship'" We may

;il fiJ;;tus floiver (for which see also below) decorating rhe menat to

;;i;; ;, of what is to taie place: the birth of the solar child. The triangular

shape of the flower in the dåpiction may specifically refer to the pudenda.25

flnien is replaced by a rosette, this may well be the lotus flower as seen from

above.

Thewombmaywellbeanimplied,butnotshownsettinginscenesthatdepict
u noaa.r, ,rr"tling a king' This would have to be the king 'in the egg" not

;fi;i;; iLrst mårhs oi.u.n years afrer birrh. The momenr oi birth is near.

but has not yet happened. It is probably significant to note in this context that

ih. *o.d foi '(wet_)nur se, is menat (mnct). It would be unlike the Egyptians not

to make the connection.

Paddle dolls

The menat is not the only object which depiots a womb. Hundreds of figurines,

previously called'primitive' and'toys' have been proven to be much more than

ifr"t;; ifrl* are få-at" figures, some 20 cm tall, carved out of a flat board of

wood in a shape reminisJent of a paddle, hence their current name 'paddle

dolls' (Figure t). fney usually have a small projection at the upper end to fit a

head made of clay, now lostf but an abundance ofhair in the form of clay or

faience beads usually survives. The arms afe stumps, and there are no legs; the

lower parl of the body is semi-circular. Around the 'hips' we may find a

painted string of .o*r-i" shells with, below, a triangle with its tip pointing

downwards. This is obviously the pubic triangle' There may be geometric

designs above. The breasts are indicated as two dots. Al]_of these paddle dolls

date to the Middle Kingdom, especially the 11th dynasty'27

One such paddle doll in the Louvre is slightly different, but very instructive'28

Its basic shape is as described; but interestingly just above the belt is-the motif
of a scarab moving downwards. This can only be interpreted as a. reterence to

the sunchild-to-be, being pushed by the beetle. other paddle dolls may be

decorated with figures of Bes or Taweret, both deities playing a parl in

conception and/or birth. In form and content these dolls are thus related to the

*unoi, but their context and use differ. The dolls are no doubt votive gifts to

the godd,ess from ordinary mofials, whereas lhe menat usually, though by no

means exclusively, appears in the temple cult at a different level in the context

of rituals. Both signify fertility by focussing on a representation of the uterus.

on the basis of the contents of the circular shape in both the menat and the
Paddle doll in the Louvre.
After: Desroches-Noblecourt, Amours, 98.
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paddle dolls,'we must accept that this is in fact thc foetus in the uterus of the
goddess' (i.e. Hathor).2'

The child on the lotus flower

The relation between the lofus flower and thc newbom sun as may be seen in
the objects mentioned above is known from one version of a creation myth,
where the deity is born from a lotus flower,3o and also from depictions.3t Birth
and re-birth are two faces of the same coin, and we are now in the realm of
funerary beliefs. In the Book of the Dead a vignette shows a head emerging
from a lotus flower, revealing the aspirations of the owner of the book to
achieve the miracle of re-birth. The funerary equipment of rutankhamun
includes an object, a wooden head, which exemplifies that this was equally
relevant for a king. The items placed in this tomb come fiom a varieiy of
sources. Some were made for other members of thc royal family, or were not
intended as tomb equipment in the first place. The coffins, the golden mask
and other objects may have been based on the actual features ofthe young king
(see reccnt forensic rcconstructions shown on television). However the
wooden head appearing fron-r the lotus flower is related to the group of objects
with similar facial features, and it is an unambiguous referen.. to t1.,. idea that
the king was to be reborn in the same way as the solar child was born, not just
once but every day for eternity.

At the very latest, this object would have been carved shortly after the Amama
Period. That the lotus flower was still thought of as the womb is suggested by
a detail in the Tutankhamun head. It stands on a circular base, which is omitted
ln most illustrations of this object. But it is more than a support, it is a
significant iconographic element: it is circurar and greyish biue/green rn
colour' we know a greyish blue/green circle from another conåxt. the
placenta.

The placenta

tn the list of hieroglyphs used by Egyptologists today, there is a group of
unidentified signs. It has been suggested that one of them, Gardiner Aal €,
represents a placenta.32 when depicted in colour, it is often dark green with
black, horizontal iines. The first known examples of 4th-Dynasty date
(Meidum mastabas;, however, consistently show it as yellow with black or red
lincs."Usually^colour conventions are very strict and have their origins in the
old Kingdom,3a but there are exampres of .hung., of colour within cerrarn
categories (dark green, dark blue and black, or recl and yellow) for symbolic or
other reasons. As the Egyptian palette is rather restricted, choices- had to be
made at an early stage to fit the infinite variety of nafure's colours into this

M,qN'NtcHE, IN THE WOMB

scheme.Insomelnstancesweunderstandthischoice'butforotherswedonot
i'rmediately see the feason. In the case ofthe hieroglyph discussed_here, it is

unusualtofindsucharadicalchangeofcolour,whichmaysuggestthatamong
,h.e;;il;scribes themselves there was some uncefiainty as to what the sign

actuallY dePicted'

Todayweknowthattheuterusisaredmuscle;butbeinganinternalorgan,it
*orriå f.ruu. been unknown to most Egyptians. The placenta, on the other hand,

was visible. Its external face, affixed to the uterus' is red' whereas the inside'

,å*ura, tf.t. foetus, is dark b1ue.35 Inthe menat and paddle dolls, the uterus was

rendered as a circle, and there would be a cefiain Egyptian logic in combining

it-r. .ir"ntu. shape with a dark blue or greenish colour' or possibly red' There

'o"i 
*.ri b" oth"r less literal interpretations: dark blue and green being

..iJrlrg to black, the colour of the fetile Nile mud and hence of the colour re-

ti*f',. frft." used phonetically as the sign for !, the shape's origin may have

been ignored.

It foll0ws from these observations that the base of the Tutankhamun head may

L. u r"pr.r"ntation ofa placenta, and that it was included in the design notjust

to form a base, but also as a reference to the source of the king's nourishment

in the womb.

At the end of the Amarna Period, the hieroglyphic sign is once more red in

colour. An inlay in the coffin from KV 55 is carved out of a piece of red

.hulcedony,tu a very specific choice of colour and a material specially selected

for the p,rrpor".tt inf ,u-. seems to be the case on one of the coffins of

Tutankhamun. It is tempting to see an affinity with the solar disc here, but as

there can be no doubt ubo.rtltt phonetic value, it must be the sign for lr'

The greyish blue colour is not generally used for depicting objects, though

shades of colours do occur from time to time in Egyptian art' It is interesting

that this colour occurs as background colour in some private tombs in the Old

Kingdom as well as in royal tombs in the New Kingdom' The tomb is a way

station between life and .å-Uitth and is thus itself a kind of womb. This idea is

further supporled by the representations of the celestial goddesses Nut and

Hathor decorating cefiain sarcophagi and ceilings. the woÅU-like interior3s is

emphasized by the use of this particular placenta atlotrr'

In Greco-Roman times. when the use of the o1d hieroglyphs almost developed

into an independent language (Ptolemaic), some signs came to be used in a

different way. It is at this time that we find the circular hieroglyph used not as

a phonetic sign but as an ideogram, being taken literally for what lt represents'
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It is employed in this sense foilowed by a hieroglyph showing a child as the
determinative which defines the category to which the preceding word
belongs. What could possibly be the meaning of this word? Nearly a hundred
years ago, A.W. Blackman had taken an interest in anthropology and studied
manners and customs of contemporary tribes in Uganda, which are of the same
Hamitic origin as the Egyptians.tn He was intrigued by their rites and traditions
conceming the placenta and its intimate connection with a person's self. He
suggested a parallel here for ancient Egypt, where the circle and the child
could be just that: an aspect of someone's personality (and we know that the
Egyptians had a vivid imagination in this area). At Meir, where Biackman was
working at that time, he found a similar writing in much older, 6th-Dynasty
tombs, used in the tomb-owner's title which was 'priest for the two hw of
Homs', Horus being of course the king.ao Rather thanaccepting this as th"e 'two
personalities of the king', which he found an unlikely idea, he made a
comparison with the people of Uganda who preserved not only the placenta,
but also the umbilical cord which was considered a 'second placenta'.al The
title could thus be 'priest of the two placentae of the king'. The translation
'placenta' was taken up some fifty years after Blackman by p. Barguet, who
had arrived at this result through a different channel. He suggests an affinity
between the placenta.e and the royal names, which were an integral part of a
person's personality.42

The cartouche-shaped container

This brings us to another interesting little object: the double cartouche-shaped
container from the tomb of rutankhamun.as on each side it contarns two
cartouches with one of the king's names, Neb-kheperu-ra. Instead of writing
the lpr (kheper) as usual with the scarab, it is written with a human figure. In
the two caftouches on one side of the double vessel, this figure is a little child;
on the other side, both figures are adults one ofwhom has a black face. These
are the four manifestations, or hypostases, of a person's life cycle: birth,
adulthood, death and re-birth. The black head again signifies the stage between
life and re-bifih, and it is not just a piece of reject glass, it was specifically
manufacfured for the purpose. The king's name Nb-hprw-Rc means "lord of
manifestations is Ra", a name construed for the king at his accession to the
throne, signifying that it is Ra who is the master of the king's life cycle. The
word lpr is also the designation for the newly bom sun god.

This is a small vessel, just 16 cm tall, and it is usually referred to as a perfume
container. It was discovered under the bed supporting the golden coffins, and it
was thus very close to the king's body. This could be a coincidence. or else,
someone in charge of the burial placed it at this exact spot because they

M,qN'NtcHP, IN THE WOMB

reaiised its significance' But what did it contain? A scented substance' which

would suit its smalt srze and whose properties would play a part in sending the

king to destination or "tÅul 
life? W; nav,e to consider the presence of the

name. The cruclal srgnificance of the name in Egypt is well demonstrated

above the entrance aoo*uy of the tempie .of Ramesses Il at Abu Simbel'

wherethekinggrvespresentshisownname'infacthimself,toRa.Harakhty.44
i;;r-i;; R; lo""un' "The maat of Ra is strong"' and it ts this maat

r^^,,ilihrirrml which thet<ing oifers to the god hoping to receive ir in return in
\ !Yqrrrv' '----

even greater measure 'o "åblt 
him to tlnt nls royal destiny and maintain

equilibrium on eafln' Ihe king gives the most precious commodity he has'

himself. The content or the jar åf Tututtkhurnun must therefore have been very

;fu, something..p."r..riirrg his own self. We have little informatton as to

#fr"ifrLop*ed tJthe placenta at /after birth' Maybe it was just thrown away'

but in theory we may imagine that' as a-visible sign of the uterus and the

habitat where the fbetus hå spent its early months' it was could have been

embalmed and placed in a vessel' In a non-royal context at Deir el-Medina'

ii"".t*,tt"nped in linen appear to have been found in excavations ofburials

oi infants and neonates.4s In;;yal circles, it was perhaps placed in a container

such as this one'

If we pursue this thought for a moment, it takes us into the Amarna period

when Tutankhamun *i, bo-' The immediate problem is that Tutankhamun

was not king at the time of his birth, and there would be no evident connectlon

between the placenta from his own birth and a vessel which would only have

been decorated some 7-8 y.u., later at the earliest' when he ascended the

throne, unless of course it was kept elsewhere in the meanttme'

Another possibility is to see the vessel as an object that was.puT-of a funerary

ritual which is not known elsewhere, partly because the tomb of Tutankhamun

is unique, partly because it may bå a detail which had its origin in the

departure from normal funerary teliefs which appear in the Amarna Period

(see below).a6 perhaps a placenia and umbilical cord which wete not the king's

own had been laid in the cartouche-shaped vessel as part of the funerary rites'

We would probably find an answer ii we could obtain an analysis of the

contents. This is not possible at present' We only know that it.contained 'a

brownish substance,.47' The decoåtion of the vessel refers unambiguously to

the king's l1prw, his manifestations, by depicting them as- different little

hieroglyphs. This is unique and may have been done in order to adapt the

exterior to the contents. Whether it åctually contained an embalmed placenta

and umbilical cord we do not know, but it may well have played a part as if it
did.

106
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c. Desroches Noblecourl has also argued for the existence of two placentae i,r
funerary rites, but with no reference to this little jar. She relates them to arr
ancient burial rite in the Delta city of Buto wherc the deceased receives his tw.
souls, one belonging to his former life on earth (osiris) and the second to hir;
etemal lifb (Ra).aE rhese 'souls' are related to embryonic existence and to twc,
placentae, one of which is the'non manifest shapc of the king'. There may br
fuither items of royai funerary equipment which could provJ relevant in this
context.ae

Foetuses

Let us focus for a moment on the unborn child, the foetus encapsulated in the
uterus, taking its nourishment from the placenta. This stage is reievant not only
for the continuation of the species but also, in Egyptian thinking, for the
continuation of the life of the individual beyond the rnoment when ihey draw
their last breath and a ritual takes over. It is at this stage that the individual is
black, the colour of fertile soil where the seed germinates and prepares ro
become a new plant. The Egyptians had various sy'nbolic *uy, oi describing
and depicting this state, but it is also shown in a more immediate form in the
form of a foetus, or something representing a foefus, as burial equipment.
Again the tomb of rutankhamun supplies the evidence. Two mummified
foefuses were found here, placed in two mummiform cofhns, covered with
bitumen and golden bands with hreroglyphs referring-to 'osirisi, and carefully
sealed with linen straps and the seal of the necropolis.5o The smallcr foetus had
a miniature mask. The second one did not, but as early as in 1907 0g, Howard
carter had found a comparable mask among embalming material outside the
tomb. carler took these to be the strll-born offspring of the king. More recent
x-rays suggest that they were about 7-8 months old in utero. The coffins were
placed in a vertical position in a wooden box. If the missing mask is the onc
found outside the tomb, this may suggest that the two little cofflns and their
contents were associated with the burial of the king and hence were not
necessarily the offspring of Tutankhamun. ln other words, this could be visual
proof of a burial rite involving 

-one or more foetuses, and perhaps the parallel
for a rite concerning a placenta.sl

A burial rite at el-Amarna?

It h.as recently been suggested that a placenta may have played a part at the
burial of members of the royal family at er-Amarna. J.R. Harris attempts to
grasp the significance of part of the royal tomb decoration at el-Amama, where
three separate (sic!) scenes each feature an unidentified infant.52 For a number
of reasons it is difficult to accept an interpretation of these scencs as ref.erring

M,qNNtctrE, IN rtrE Woug

to the death ti,:nl::,Y"JåJifi .TliTl"i; ålf' T3å:"å:T'!JåJi;
niiJi,"1iil*1?,'.#g:*","LTtn*':,*::'1"'ffi å::t,'fi"."*l
;,'L'iJ,.'l:"t'åi'liiJi";;","0 Å a newborn chitd. In order to provide a

;t#;lt;ework for this idea' they spun a tale of lit-de-parade' mourning

relatives and other -otty-o"t participants'Jn.view of the evidence provided'
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